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note about news section. When people are searching for news, they usually go to the homepage. If they go 
to the features, contribute, faq, etc, they aren't expecting news to be there. It only needs to really show on 
the homepage

News

Krita 2.8.1 Released

Hot on the heels of Krita 2.8.0, we're releasing Krita 2.8.1! This release 

contains a lot of bug fixes and improved su...

More Tablets Supported by Krita 

The brand new graphics tablet support code Dmitry Kazakov has worked 

on for Krita 2.8 is bearing fruit. In the past w...
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Krita is a full-featured free digital 

painting studio for artists who want 

to create professional work 

Krita is used by comic book artists, 

illustrators, concept artists, matte 

and texture painters, and in the 

digital VFX industry. 

The Krita community is very open, 

welcoming and supportive. There is 

always a lot more work than the small 

core team can handle. If you're 

interested in joining, head to our 

Contribute area to find more 

information.
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Download

use browser detection to determine what to show for  OS download message

Our Windows binaries are provided by GmbH. GmbH provides professional, paid support if you use it professionally and 

need that type of service.  Don't worry though, downloading and using Krita will always be free!

Windows

Give Us Support
Help us to keep growing and give to you the best features! Donations to the Krita Foundation will be used in the 

following order of priority:

Download from kritastudio.com

is it possible to have direct links instead of redirecting to the kritastudio.com site? A compromise might be having a larger promotion for GmbH ___and link to the kritastudio.com site
It seems clunky/deceptive going to a different site to download something.

Fund development of Krita: The Foundation will sponsor a developer to work full-time on Krita for a specific 

period of time, for tasks including bug-fixing, adding new features and improving support on platforms other than 

Linux. Please find the results of such past initiatives here.    

Hardware: The Krita Foundation may sometimes use funds to provide some developers with needed hardware 

such as Wacom tablets. This is only done if they need to work on coding for that hardware.    

Fund travel to events: Such as the Libre Graphics Meeting and Development sprints. Krita will usually try to get 

funding for these from other sources first, like the event planners themselves.

1.

2.

3.

Donate

using OSX or Linux?
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Resources

Getting Started
This section is intended for the new users of Krita with the intention to give them a push to get started. The first thing to 

remember is that Krita is a 2D paint application while other programs such as Photoshop (PS) is an image manipulation 

program. This means that the other programs may have more features than Krita in general but Krita has the tools that are 

relevant to digital painting, to be more specific - concept art, creation of comics and textures for rendering.

Basic Usage GuidelinesPDF

Muses
The most awesome way of getting started with Krita is to get 

the Muses training DVD by Ramon Miranda! Nearly five hours 

of instruction by a professional artist, all for just € 32,50. Get 

your copy today and support the Krita Foundation:

BuyYouTube clip

we probably need to go through these resources and see which ones aren't too outdated. 
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These sections probably need to be updated to show more painting features instead of things like channel depths and Generators

Features

Interface and Workspace
Krita has a user-friendly interface. In Settings you can choose the 

color theme, which toolbars and dockers you want to use and edit 

the keyboard shortcuts. You can save a given set of dockers as a 

workspace and switch between them.

Dockers
Dockers or palettes are basic gui building blocks. Krita has the 

following dockers availables: preset selector, layer management, 

channel management, various color selectors, tool options, shape 

selector, composition docker, undo history, pattern selector, task sets, 

scripts and various dockers for working with vector objects.
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Contribute

Introduction
Krita is always welcoming new contributors! As Krita is a huge and ambitious project, there is always a lot more work than 

the small core team can handle. The Krita community is very open, welcoming and supportive. We are in particular looking 

for contributors with a good sense of initiative and commitment (so please don't disappear without warning halfway 

through the job!). No resume needed!

Programmers
You'll be able to work on one of the coolest and fastest-growing open source painting programs out there.

Krita also benefits from a modular architecture and the use of the Calligra and Qt libraries, wich makes it easier to focus 

on new features instead of reinventing the wheel. And it makes coding fun!  To work on Krita, you have to use C++ and 

Qt. It's a good way to learn both, actually! 

To join up as a developer, here are a few things to get you started:   

we probably need to go through these resources and see which ones aren't too outdated. 

Developer wiki 

Set up your development environment and build Krita.

Find a few bugs to fix in KDE's Bugtracking system. It's often a good idea to get some experience with the code 

through fixing bugs, to get familiar with the development process without being overwhelmed. Though there's 

nothing against working on that cool feature that scratches your itch!    

For bugs, it's a good idea to start with "Junior Jobs." These are a set of relatively easy tasks for new developers. In 

the Bugtracking system, these are the bugs marked with "JJ."

1

2.

3.

4.

Communication
If you need to contact anyone from Krita for ways to get involved, the three main communication channels are IRC, mailing 

lists, or the KDE forum. When using IRC, be prepared to wait for an answer. Even though IRC is a more real-time mode of 

communication than mailing lists, there may not be anyone available to answer your question immediately. In general, if 

you don't receive a response on IRC in about an hour, it's best to send an email.

1
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